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MEETING ANNOUNCEMENT
DATE:

Wednesday, June 27, 2018

LOCATION: Orinda Masonic Center, 9 Altarinda Rd., Orinda
(see map on back page)
TIME:

6:30 – 7:00 p.m.: Social; 7:00 p.m.: Presentation

Dr. Suzanne Hecker

SPEAKER:

Suzanne Hecker, research geologist, Earthquake
Science Center, Menlo Park, CA
TOPIC:

“The Rodgers Creek Fault, Sonoma
County: What recent advances in
mapping reveal about its contribution to
Bay Area earthquake hazards”

The Rodgers Creek fault (RCF) is a major strand of the San Andreas
fault system in the San Francisco Bay Area and in combination with
the Hayward fault to the south has the highest likelihood of producing
an earthquake large enough to significantly impact the region in the
coming decades (~33% chance of magnitude >6.7 within the next 30
years). Much of the fault’s surface trace is obscured by forest canopy,
urban development (in Santa Rosa), and, at the fault’s south end, by
San Pablo Bay. However, recent acquisitions of high-resolution
topographic imagery (from airborne light detection and ranging, or
lidar, surveys) have enabled us to map the RCF in unprecedented detail,
resulting in increases in its known length and breadth. Our mapping
shows that the active RCF continues at least 17 km farther to the
northwest than previously thought, through and beyond the town of
Healdsburg. We also identify potential rupture pathways between the
RCF and the active Bennett Valley-Maacama fault to the east and
toward a continuation of the Hayward fault beneath San Pablo Bay
recently mapped by Janet Watt and colleagues using high-resolution
subsurface imaging. Refined fault-strand mapping and increases in
known fault length and connectivity allow for the possibility of longer,
more complex ruptures (and thus larger earthquakes), with implications
for both regional seismic hazard and local surface fault-rupture
assessments.
Biography
Suzanne Hecker is a research geologist with the Earthquake Science
Center in Menlo Park. She has a particular interest in applying studies
of past large earthquakes (paleoseismology) (continued on last page)
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NCGS 2017 – 2018 Calendar
September 26, 2018

WE HAVE A FACEBOOK GROUP! FIND
US ON FACEBOOK @NCGEOLSOC AND
TWITTER @NORCALGEOSOC

7:00 pm

Dr. Artie Rodgers, Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory

Check out our updated NCGS Website at
http://ncgeolsoc.org/. We have posted many older field
trip guidebooks for free download and also list the
process for purchasing newer guidebooks. The website
includes a list of upcoming meetings, information on
our scholarship program, a list of useful web links, and
list of NCGS officers.

High-performance computing ground motion
simulations of large, damaging Hayward Fault
scenario and moderate earthquakes in the USGS 3D
model of the San Francisco Bay Area
October 31, 2018

7:00 pm

Dr. Cristina M. Robins, UC Paleontology Museum

UC Berkeley Earth & Planetary
Science Weekly Seminar Series

Calaveras Dam Fossils: A Whale of a Tale
November 28, 2018

7:00 pm

Anticipating future Volcanic Explosivity Index
(VEI) 7 eruptions and their chilling impacts

Interesting seminars are presented at 141 McCone Hall
(usually) on Thursdays at 4 pm for most of the academic
year, from late August through early May.
For an updated list of seminars, go to
http://eps.berkeley.edu/events/seminars.

NCGS Silent Auction

Bay Area Geophysical Society

Dr. Stephen Self, University of California –
Berkeley

This society meets approximately monthly in Pleasant
Hill, but no upcoming meetings are currently listed on
the
website.
For
details
see:
http://bayareageophysicalsociety.org/index.php/events
/list/.

We will hold a brief “silent auction” during the social
hour at our June meeting. Please send the description
of any auction items to Paul Henshaw (drphenshaw @
comcast.net), and copy Crystal Replogle (ctreplogle @
gmail.com) and Barb Matz (barbara.matz @
cbifederalservices.com) ahead of time for approval and
to obtain a bid sheet.

NCGS members are invited our next Board of
Directors meeting at a location to be determined. The
next board meeting will be held at 8:30 am on Saturday,
September 8 at a location to be determined, and is open
to all NCGS members. Please contact Greg Bartow if
you would like to attend, at gregbartow@yahoo,com.

The rules of the silent auction will be sent in a separate
email from Crystal. Thanks for your participation!

NCGS Field Trips

NCGS Outreach Events

Several additional field trips are being considered for
2018. A survey to the NCGS membership will
determine which of these trips have the most interest.




No outreach events are scheduled for the summer, but
keep your eye on your email, as any announcements
would come by that route. The outreach team can still
use a laptop computer, as well as nice specimens of
LOCAL ROCKS AND MINERALS from the
Greater Bay Area; 4”-6” cobbles of interest can be
used for classroom activities (ones that can spark
questions, tell stories).

Devil's Slide (repeat of November 2017 trip) in
May or later
New Almaden (San Jose area) inactive mercury
mines (Summer?)
Point Richmond Franciscan Complex (Fall)

We are always looking for new field trip opportunities.
If you go on or hear about an interesting field trip,
please let Will Schweller (willschweller@yahoo.com)
know about it so that we can evaluate it for a future
NCGS trip.

Bay Area Science
(http://www.bayareascience.org)
This website provides a free weekly emailed newsletter
of an extensive listing of local science-based activities
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(evening lectures, classes, field trips, hikes, etc. –
usually several per week).

perturbed at a rate greater than what's occurring now
from human activity. It therefore provides valuable
insights into what may happen from sudden, extreme
environmental changes.

Hayward Fault - 150th Anniversary of
Great Quake (1868)

The aftereffects of the Chicxulub impact remain
debated, with some scientists advocating that soot
within the atmosphere blocked out the sun sufficiently
to drive global cooling; others suggest that carbon
released from the Earth's crust into the atmosphere
upon the asteroid's impact, as well as carbon from
wildfires, had a warming effect. To better understand
how the temperature changed during this time, Ken
MacLeod and colleagues analyzed a robust collection
of well-preserved, sand grain-sized remains of fish
teeth, scales and bone from a site in Tunisia; these
samples retain oxygen isotopic signatures that reveal
the temperature at the time that the related animal was
alive.

The 150th Anniversary of the Great Hayward Fault
Earthquake in 1868 will be on Oct 21, 2018. Numerous
events
and
tours
are
planned,
listed
at
https://msnucleus.org/haywardfault/150_hayward.html.
If you have any questions please contact Joyce
at blueford@msnucleus.org<mailto:blueford@msnucleu
s.org> or call (510) 790-6284.

Association of Environmental &
Engineering Geologists,
San Francisco Bay Area Chapter
Meeting locations rotate between San Francisco, the
East Bay, and the South Bay. Please check the website
for current details. For information on monthly
meetings as well as this year’s international congress,
go to: http://www.aegweb.org/group/SF.

The authors were able to collect samples from
sediments that span the time leading up to the
Chicxulub impact, until long afterwards. Based on their
analysis, they propose that global temperatures
increased by about 5°C and did not cool to previous
values for roughly 100,000 years after the impact, a
magnitude and duration of warming closely matching
levels of carbon dioxide that some types of analyses
have estimated were emitted during the same period.
MacLeod et al. do note some discrepancy between their
results and concentrations of atmospheric carbon
dioxide derived from other kinds of analyses, which
predict a more modest increase.

Join them for the 61st AEG Annual Meeting/13th
IAEG Congress in San Francisco, California on
September 15-23, 2018.

USGS Evening Public Lecture Series
The USGS evening public lecture series events are
free and are intended for a general public audience
that may not be familiar with the science being
discussed. Monthly lectures are usually scheduled
for the last Thursday of the month throughout the
year, or often the previous Thursday to
accommodate speakers. There is no lecture
scheduled for June, but the July lecture on Thursday
the 26th will be by Charlie Alpers, on Iron
Mountain Mine Drainage. For more information
on the lectures, and for a map of the location, go to:
https://online.wr.usgs.gov/calendar/.

Journal Reference: K. G. MacLeod, P. C. Quinton, J.
Sepúlveda, M. H. Negra. Postimpact earliest
Paleogene warming shown by fish debris oxygen
isotopes (El Kef, Tunisia). Science, 2018; eaap8525
DOI: 10.1126/science.aap8525.

When the dinosaurs died, so did
forests -- and tree-dwelling birds
ScienceDaily, May 24, 2018

Did the Chicxulub asteroid knock
Earth's thermometer out of the
ballpark?

Sixty-six million years ago, the world burned. An
asteroid crashed to Earth with a force one million times
larger than the largest atomic bomb, causing the
extinction of the dinosaurs. But dinosaurs weren't the
only ones that got hit hard -- in a new study, scientists
learned that the planet's forests were decimated, leading
to the extinction of tree-dwelling birds.

ScienceDaily, May 24, 2018
When the Chicxulub asteroid smashed into Earth 65
million years ago, the event drove an abrupt and longlasting era of global warming, with a rapid temperature
increase of 5°Celsius (C) that endured for roughly
100,000 years, a new study reports. The monumental
event is a rare case where Earth's systems were

"Looking at the fossil record, at plants and birds, there
are multiple lines of evidence suggesting that the forest
canopies collapsed," says Regan Dunn, a
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paleontologist at the Field Museum in Chicago and a
co-author on the study in Current Biology. "Perching
birds went extinct because there were no more
perches."

there are nearly 11,000 living species," says Field.
"Only a handful of ancestral bird lineages succeeded in
surviving the mass extinction event 66 million years
ago, and all of today's amazing living bird diversity can
be traced to these ancient survivors."

"We drew on a variety of approaches to stitch this story
together," said Daniel Field, the paper's lead author, of
the Milner Centre for Evolution at the University of
Bath. "We concluded that the temporary elimination of
forests in the aftermath of the asteroid impact explains
why arboreal birds failed to survive across this
extinction event. The ancestors of modern arboreal
birds did not move into the trees until forests had
recovered from the extinction-causing asteroid."

And while fossil animals like dinosaurs and birds often
get more love than fossil plants, Dunn says that plants
are critical to understanding life on earth. "Plants are
everything, plants are the context in which all terrestrial
life evolves and survives. They're primary producers,
they make energy available to all life forms by
capturing it from the sun -- we can't do that."
She also notes that while the dinosaurs and their
perching bird neighbors died 66 million years ago, their
plight is relevant today. "The end-Cretaceous event is
the fifth mass extinction -- we're in the sixth," says
Dunn. "It's important for us to understand what happens
when you destroy an ecosystem, like with deforestation
and climate change -- so we can know how our actions
will affect what comes after us."

The project's pollen expert, Antoine Bercovici of the
Smithsonian Institution and the Denver Museum of
Nature and Science, helped determine that the world's
forests were destroyed by looking at microscopic
fossils of pollen and spores. Dunn explains, "After a
disaster like a forest fire or a volcanic eruption, the first
plants to come back are the fastest colonizers -especially ferns." That's because ferns don't sprout
from seeds, but from spores, which are much smaller - just a single cell. "Spores are minuscule, the size of a
grain of pollen, so they're easily dispersed. They get
picked up by the wind and go further than seeds can,
and all they need to grow is a wet spot."

Journal Reference: Daniel J. Field, Antoine
Bercovici, Jacob S. Berv, Regan Dunn, David E.
Fastovsky, Tyler R. Lyson, Vivi Vajda, Jacques A.
Gauthier. Early Evolution of Modern Birds
Structured by Global Forest Collapse at the EndCretaceous Mass Extinction. Current Biology, 2018;
DOI: 10.1016/j.cub.2018.04.062.

"The spores are tiny -- you could fit four across a single
strand of your hair," says Dunn. "To see them, we take
a sample of rock from the time frame just after the
collision and dissolve it in acid. Then we purify it so
that all that remains is the organic debris, like pollen,
spores and little leaf bits, then we look at them under a
microscope."

New insight into Earth's crust,
mantle and outer core interactions
ScienceDaily, June 5, 2018

Immediately after the asteroid hit, the fossil record
shows the charcoal remains of burnt trees, and then,
tons of fern spores. An abundance of fern spores in the
fossil record often comes on the heels of a natural
disaster that destroyed larger plants like trees.
"Our study examined the fossil record from New
Zealand, Japan, Europe and North America, which
showed there was a mass deforestation across the globe
at the end of the Cretaceous period," says co-author
Bercovici.
And with no more trees, the scientists found, treedwelling birds went extinct. The birds that did survive
were ground-dwellers -- birds whose fossilized remains
show longer, sturdier legs like we see in modern ground
birds like kiwis and emus. The Cretaceous equivalent
of robins and sparrows, with delicate little legs made
for perching on tree branches, had no place to live.
Earth's crust, mantle and outer core interactions.
Credit: Kay Lancaster, University of Liverpool

"Today, birds are the most diverse and globally
widespread group of terrestrial vertebrate animals -4

A new study by the University of Liverpool, in
collaboration with the Universities of Lancaster and
Oslo, sheds light on a longstanding question that has
puzzled earth scientists.

currents which are strongly linked to movement of the
tectonic plates but also affect the core by varying the
amount of heat that is transferred across the coremantle boundary.

Using previously unavailable data, researchers confirm
a correlation between the movement of plate tectonics
on the Earth's surface, the flow of mantle above the
Earth's core and the rate of reversal of the Earth's
magnetic field which has long been hypothesised.

The Earth's magnetic field occasionally flips its
polarity and the average length of time between such
flips has changed dramatically through Earth's history.
For example, today such magnetic reversals occur on
average four times per million years but one hundred
million years ago, the field essentially stayed in the
same polarity for nearly 40 million years.

In a paper published in the journal Tectonophysics,
they suggest that it takes around 120-130 million years
for slabs of ancient ocean floor to sink (subduct) from
the Earth's surface to a sufficient depth in the mantle
where they can cool the core, which in turn causes the
liquid iron in the Earth's outer core to flow more
vigorously and produce more reversals of the Earth's
magnetic field.

Professor Biggin heads up the University's
Determining Earth Evolution from Palaeomagnetism
(DEEP) research group which brings together research
expertise across geophysics and geology to develop
palaeomagnetism as a tool for understanding deep
Earth processes occurring across timescales of millions
to billions of years.

This study is the first to demonstrate this correlation
using records and proxies of global rates of subduction
from various sources including a continuous global
plate reconstruction model developed at the University
of Sydney. These records were compared with a new
compilation of magnetic field reversals whose
occurrence is locked into volcanic and sedimentary
rocks.

Journal Reference: Mark W. Hounslow, Mathew
Domeier, Andrew J. Biggin. Subduction flux
modulates the geomagnetic polarity reversal rate.
Tectonophysics,
2018;
742-743:
34
DOI:
10.1016/j.tecto.2018.05.018.

Ancient Greenland was much
warmer than previously thought

Liverpool palaeomagnetist, Professor Andy Biggin,
said: "Until recently we did not have good enough
records of how much global rates of subduction had
changed over the last few hundreds of millions of years
and so we had nothing to compare with the magnetic
records.

New knowledge helps researchers understand
how Greenland's ice sheet responds to warming
ScienceDaily, June 4, 2018

"When we were able to compare them, we found that
the two records of subduction and magnetic reversal
rate do appear to be correlated after allowing for a time
delay of 120-130 million years for the slabs of ocean
floor to go from the surface to a sufficient depth in the
mantle where they can cool the core.
"We do not know for sure that the correlation is causal
but it does seem to fit with our understanding of how
the crust, mantle and core should all be interacting and
this value of 120-130 million could provide a really
useful observational constraint on how quickly slabs of
ancient sea floor can fall through the mantle and affect
flow currents within it and in the underlying core."
The magnetic field is generated deep within the Earth
in a fluid outer core of iron and other elements that
creates electric currents, which in turn produces
magnetic fields.

The Northwestern team hikes in northwest Greenland
near the country's vast ice sheet.
Credit: Yarrow Axford, Northwestern University

The core is surrounded by a nearly 3,000 km thick
mantle which although made of solid rock, flows very
slowly (mm per year). The mantle produces convection

A tiny clue found in ancient sediment has unlocked big
secrets about Greenland's past and future climate.
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Just beyond the northwest edge of the vast Greenland
Ice Sheet, Northwestern University researchers have
discovered lake mud that beat tough odds by surviving
the last ice age. The mud, and remains of common flies
nestled within it, record two interglacial periods in
northwest Greenland. Although researchers have long
known these two periods -- the early Holocene and Last
Interglacial -- experienced warming in the Arctic due
to changes in Earth's orbit, the mix of fly species
preserved from these times shows that Greenland was
even warmer than previously thought.

archives of the past. By looking through the layers,
researchers can pinpoint climate clues from eons ago.
Finding lake sediments older than about 10,000 years,
however, has been historically very difficult in
Greenland.
"The classic thing that glaciers do is slide," Axford
said. "So when the ice sheet grows larger, all this
wonderful geology gets scooped up and spat out into
the oceans."
But Axford's team found an area where this wasn't the
case. The climate in northwest Greenland houses the
perfect conditions to preserve the sediments within a
small lake that Axford's team affectionately calls "Wax
Lips Lake" because of its shape.

This information could help researchers better gauge
Greenland's sensitivity to warming, by testing and
improving models of climate and ice sheet behavior.
Those models could then improve predictions of how
Greenland's ice sheet, which covers 80 percent of the
Arctic country and holds enough ice to equal 20 feet of
global sea level, might respond to human-made global
warming.

"During the last ice age, the ice sheet there was just thin
enough, and the atmosphere was just cold enough that
the ice sheet froze to the ground instead of melting at
its base and sliding," said Jamie McFarlin, a Ph.D.
student in Northwestern's department of Earth and
planetary sciences, who led the study. "It grew on top
of itself and preserved most of the geology below."

"Northwest Greenland might feel really remote, but
what happens to that ice sheet is going to matter to
everyone in New York City, Miami and every coastal
city around the world," said Yarrow Axford, the study's
senior author and an associate professor of Earth and
planetary sciences at Northwestern. "One of the big
uncertainties in climate science remains how fast the
Earth changes when it gets warmer. Geology gives us
an opportunity to see what happened when the Earth
was warmer than today."

"The ice gently tip-toed over this spot instead of
plowing over it," Axford added.
After taking a two-meter-long tube of sediment from
Wax Lips Lake's lakebed, McFarlin combed through
the layers to investigate those from the early Holocene
and Last Interglacial periods. It was then that she
noticed a mix of lake fly species, called chironomids,
that suggested a warmer climate during both periods.
Especially surprising: The Last Interglacial period
swarmed with another type of insect known as the
phantom midge. Although phantom midges have been
reported in low abundance in northern climates, one
would have to travel 1,000 miles south to Canada's
Labrador province to find phantom midges at
comparable abundance to the Last Interglacial in
northwest Greenland.

Published June 4 in the Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences, the study included contributions
from collaborators at Dartmouth College.
People might be surprised to see how today's frigid
Greenland looked during the last two interglacial
periods. Today, northwest Greenland hovers in the 30s
and low 40s Fahrenheit and weathers snowstorms in
summer. But average summer temperatures in the early
Holocene (8,000 to 11,000 years ago) and Last
Interglacial (116,000 to 130,000 years ago) climbed
well into the 50s.

"As far as we know, it's never been found in Greenland.
We think this is the first time anyone has reported it in
ancient sediments or modern lakes there," Axford said.
"We were really surprised to see how far north it
migrated."

During the Last Interglacial, global sea levels increased
by 15 to 30 feet, largely due to thinning of Greenland
and Antarctica's ice sheets. But now Northwestern's
team believes northern Greenland's ice sheet
experienced stronger warming than previously thought,
which could mean that Greenland is more responsible
for that sea-level rise.

The bigger picture
Discovering this mix of insects means northwest
Greenland's average July during the last two
interglacial periods most likely climbed above 50
degrees and possibly into the high 50s during the Last
Interglacial. This confirms controversial geological
records constructed from ice cores taken nearby, which
also indicated significant warming during these time
periods.

Layers of time
To measure these ancient temperatures, researchers
look to ice cores and lake sediment cores. Because ice
and lake sediment form by an incremental buildup on
annual layers of snow or mud, these cores contain
6

"Other records have shown that northern Greenland's
climate was much warmer than people expected during
those periods, and those results received justified
skepticism," Axford said. "Now we have an
independent record that confirms that when the Arctic
warmed in the past, there was especially strong
warming in northern Greenland."

to sink, damaging infrastructure. Now research
published in the journal Nature Communications
suggests that as pumping makes the ground sink, it also
unleashes an invisible threat to human health and food
production: It allows arsenic to move into groundwater
aquifers that supply drinking water for 1 million people
and irrigation for crops in some of the nation's richest
farmland.

This data will help the broader scientific community
further hone climate and ice sheet models used to
project future changes.

The group found that satellite-derived measurements of
ground sinking could predict arsenic concentrations in
groundwater. This technique could be an early warning
system to prevent dangerous levels of arsenic
contamination in aquifers with certain characteristics
worldwide.

"This is the kind of ground-truthing that we need to get
really accurate climate models and projections," said
Magdalena Osburn, an assistant professor of Earth and
planetary sciences at Northwestern, who coauthored
the study. "We're finding that, in some cases, models
don't include temperatures that are warm enough for
this part of the world."

"Arsenic in groundwater has been a problem for a
really long time," said lead author Ryan Smith, a
doctoral candidate in geophysics at the School of Earth,
Energy & Environmental Sciences (Stanford Earth).
It's naturally present in Earth's crust and a frequent
concern in groundwater management because of its
ubiquity and links to heart disease, diabetes, cancer and
other illnesses. "But the idea that overpumping for
irrigation could increase arsenic concentrations is
new," Smith said.

There is one caveat. Well-known changes in Earth's
orbit caused warming during the early Holocene and
Last Interglacial periods. Today, warming stems from
human-made sources and is happening much faster
than warming during those interglacial periods. That
means there is a chance that Earth might not respond to
current-day warming in the same way.

Importantly, the group found signs that aquifers
contaminated as a result of overpumping can recover if
withdrawals stop. Areas that showed slower sinking
compared to 15 years earlier also had lower arsenic
levels. "Groundwater must have been largely turned
over," said study co-author Scott Fendorf, a professor
of Earth system science and a senior fellow at the
Stanford Woods Institute for the Environment.

"Past climate is our best analog for future warming, and
our results hint that land at these very high latitudes in
the Arctic may warm even more than predicted in the
coming century," Axford said. "But nothing in Earth's
past is a perfect analog because what's happening today
is totally unprecedented."
This work was supported by the National Science
Foundation (NSF) Office of Polar Programs (awards
1108306 and 1107411), an NSF Graduate Research
Fellowship, the Geological Society of America and the
Institute for Sustainability and Energy at Northwestern.

Releasing arsenic from clay
The research team analyzed arsenic data for hundreds
of wells in two different drought periods alongside
centimeter-level estimates of land subsidence, or
sinking, captured by satellites. They found that when
land in the San Joaquin Valley's Tulare basin sinks
faster than 3 inches per year, the risk of finding
hazardous arsenic levels in groundwater as much as
triples.

Journal Reference: Jamie M. McFarlin, Yarrow
Axford, Magdalena R. Osburn, Meredith A. Kelly,
Erich C. Osterberg, Lauren B. Farnsworth.
Pronounced summer warming in northwest
Greenland during the Holocene and Last
Interglacial. Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences,
2018;
201720420
DOI:
10.1073/pnas.1720420115.

Aquifers in the Tulare basin are made up of sand and
gravel zones separated by thin layers of clay. The clay
acts like a sponge, holding tight to water as well as
arsenic soaked up from ancient river sediments. Unlike
the sand and gravel layers, these clays contain
relatively little oxygen, which creates conditions for
arsenic to be in a form that dissolves easily in water.

Groundwater pumping can increase
arsenic levels in irrigation and
drinking water

When pumping draws too much water from the sand
and gravel areas, the aquifer compresses and land sinks.
"Sands and gravels that were being propped apart by
water pressure are now starting to squeeze down on that

ScienceDaily, June 5, 2018
For decades, intensive groundwater pumping has
caused ground beneath California's San Joaquin Valley
7

sponge," Fendorf explained. Arsenic-rich water then
starts to seep out and mix with water in the main
aquifer.

"That sends a trigger that we need to be thinking about
managing groundwater and making sure that we're not
overdrafting the aquifers."

When water pumping slows enough to put the brakes
on subsidence -- and relieve the squeeze on trapped
arsenic -- clean water soaking in from streams, rain and
natural runoff at the surface can gradually flush the
system clean.

Journal Reference: Ryan Smith, Rosemary Knight,
Scott Fendorf. Overpumping leads to California
groundwater
arsenic
threat.
Nature
Communications, 2018; 9 (1) DOI: 10.1038/s41467018-04475-3.

However, study co-author Rosemary Knight, a
professor of geophysics and affiliated faculty at the
Woods Institute, warns against banking too much on a
predictable recovery from overpumping. "How long it
takes to recover is going to be highly variable and
dependent upon so many factors," she said.

Scientists rethink co-evolution of
marine life, oxygenated oceans
Breathing new life into study of planet's oxygen
history

The researchers said overpumping in other aquifers
could produce the same contamination issues seen in
the San Joaquin Valley if they have three attributes:
alternating layers of clay and sand; a source of arsenic;
and relatively low oxygen content, which is common in
aquifers located beneath thick clays.

ScienceDaily, May 31, 2018

The threat may be more widespread than once thought.
Only in the last few years have scientists discovered
that otherwise well-aerated aquifers considered largely
immune to arsenic problems can in fact be laced with
clays that have the low oxygen levels necessary for
arsenic to move into most groundwater. "We're just
starting to recognize that this is a danger," said Fendorf.
Satellite insights
400 million-year-old Brachiopod.
Credit: © isoarska / Fotolia

The revelation that remote sensing can raise an alarm
before contamination threatens human health offers
hope for better water monitoring. "Instead of having to
drill wells and take water samples back to the lab, we
have a satellite getting the data we need," said Knight.

Researchers in the Department of Earth Sciences at
Syracuse University have confirmed that rising oceanic
and atmospheric oxygen levels co-evolved with marine
life hundreds of millions of years ago.

While well data is important to validate and calibrate
satellite data, she explained, on-the-ground monitoring
can never match the breadth and speed of remote
sensing. "You're never sampling a well frequently
enough to catch that arsenic the moment it's in the
well," said Knight. "So how fantastic to have this
remote sensing early warning system to let people
realize that they're approaching a critical point in terms
of water quality."

Wanyi Lu, a Ph.D. candidate studying under associate
professor Zunli Lu (no relation) in the College of Arts
and Sciences, is the lead author of a groundbreaking
paper in Science magazine. The paper stems from a
multi-year, multinational research effort led by Zunli
Lu that rethinks the causes and impacts of increased
oxygenation on the continental shelves during the
current Phanerozoic Eon, which began more than 542
million years ago.

The study builds on research led in 2013 by Laura
Erban, then a doctoral student working in Vietnam's
Mekong Delta. "That's where we started saying, 'Oh
no,'" said Fendorf, who co-authored that paper.

"Most studies of oxygen history focus on the
atmosphere and deep oceans, with implications on the
evolution of life," Zunli Lu says. "We believe the
oceanic oxygen level in the water column above the
continental shelves [i.e., the upper ocean] may have
been a different beast."

As in the San Joaquin Valley, areas of the Mekong
Delta where land was sinking more showed higher
arsenic concentrations. "Now we have two sites in
totally different geographic regions where the same
mechanisms appear to be operating," said Fendorf.

Central to the team's research was a geochemical proxy
that Lu pioneered in 2010. Using a novel approach
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based on iodine geochemistry, he and his colleagues
measured the ratio of iodine to calcium in calcium
carbonate minerals and fossils.

various timescales. "The innovative way that the
Syracuse team combined measurements of ancient
rocks with a complex, mathematical model of the
global climate system and carbon cycle was
impressive," he says.

Timothy Lyons, Distinguished Professor of
Biogeochemistry at the University of California,
Riverside (UCR), considers iodine geochemistry a
"powerful tool" for constraining oxygen conditions in
surface-to-near-surface conditions of the ancient ocean.
"These are the waters in which the earliest animals first
appeared, evolved and advanced toward complex
ecologies," he says. "The results from this study reveal
previously unimagined environmental dynamics in the
early waters, which must have impacted animals."

Ridgwell lauds the main conclusion of the team's final
analysis -- that a fundamental change in eukaryotes led
to greater re-mineralization depth of organic matter
and, ultimately, a "resiliently oxygenated" upper ocean.
"This fits perfectly with our developing understanding
of the key evolutionary steps taken to create the planet
we have today," says Ridgwell, who studies
biogeochemical modeling and long-term climate
change.

Lu takes the praise in stride, but insists the group's
findings are novel. "The upper ocean became welloxygenated much later than originally thought," he
says. The Syracuse geochemist illustrates his point by
describing a thick haze of methane that originally
enveloped the planet, leaving little to no oxygen in the
atmosphere. Photosynthesizing microbes eventually
produced enough chemical energy, causing free
oxygen to accumulate in the atmosphere. "This set the
stage for the Great Oxidation Event about 2.3 billion
years ago," he says.

Lee Kump, dean of the College of Earth and Mineral
Sciences at Penn State, says the group's findings are a
potent reminder of how Darwin's theory of evolution
may be only half-right. "Changes in the environment
affect biological evolution, to be sure, but biological
innovation can affect the environment, even at the
global scale," says the renowned paleoclimatologist.
That is not the end of the story, however. Ros Rickaby,
professor of geochemistry at the University of Oxford
(U.K.), says the findings also reinforce the link between
oxygenation and marine animal body size. "It is
incredible to think that the increasing success of
microscopic mineralizing plankton out in the ocean,
through the change in oxygen distribution, could have
had such far-reaching effects across the Earth system to
boost the average body size of animals," she says. "It
reminds us of the intricate interconnection between
every part of the marine ecosystem."

With oxygenation came the rise of multicellular life
forms over the next billion years. Among them were
eukaryotes, whose genetic information was stored
within a membrane-bound nucleus or nuclei. The
question on everyone's mind, notably Wanyi Lu's, was
how and when the global ocean became oxygenated
enough to accommodate diverse marine life forms,
including those alive today.
"Our iodine data is consistent with a major rise in the
atmospheric oxygen level that occurred around 400
million years ago," says Lu, whose doctoral studies
involve low-temperature geochemistry and global
environmental changes. "Nevertheless, upper-ocean
oxygen levels did not stabilize at near-modern
conditions until 200 million years ago, when larger
eukaryotic plankton dominated the world's oceans. The
timing makes perfect sense."

Adds Zunli Lu: "It is a prime example of the coevolution of life and the planet."
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To understand such observations in the rock record, one
must appreciate large-scale biogeochemical and
oceanographic processes, as well as atmospheric
chemical composition. "We examined the roles of these
two controls in the upper ocean, using a sophisticated
Earth System Model [ESM] with an interesting name:
GENIE, which is short for 'Grid-ENabled Integrated
Earth,'" Zunli Lu says.

Large igneous provinces contribute
to ups and downs in atmospheric
carbon dioxide

Andy Ridgwell, professor of Earth Sciences at UCR,
developed GENIE's signature modeling framework,
which composes a range of ESM simulations over

ScienceDaily, June 5, 2018
About 250 million years ago, a massive volcanic
eruption flooded modern-day Siberia with lava,
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creating the Siberian Traps, giant plateaus made of
multiple layers of lava. The eruption also released huge
quantities of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere that
rapidly altered the climate and triggered the PermianTriassic mass extinction event that wiped out more than
90% of marine species and 70% of terrestrial species.
After the eruption, however, the Siberian Traps began
drawing atmospheric carbon dioxide back into the crust
through weathering and erosion. The Siberian Traps are
the largest of several floods of basalt, called Large
Igneous Provinces (LIPs), that have occurred during
Earth's history and that likely have played a role in
regulating Earth's climate.

international collaborators. They took into account the
timing of LIP eruptions and how many million years
each LIP spent near the equator to estimate erosion.
Then they compared the emission and absorption of
carbon dioxide from LIPs to estimates of atmospheric
carbon dioxide using proxy data from a previously
published compilation.
To attain an unbiased comparison, the researchers
performed a wavelet analysis, which is a statistical test
that compares two sets of measurements over time to
see if and when they are correlated.
"This analysis eliminates arm waving and also tells us
when a particular signal leads another signal, so it gives
us an indication, perhaps, of causation," said Zahirovic.

In a new paper in Geophysical Research Letters, lead
author Louis Johansson, along with Deep Carbon
Observatory members Sabin Zahirovic and Dietmar
Muller at the University of Sydney's School of
Geosciences modelled the eruption of LIPs and their
movement as a result of plate tectonics around the
globe for the last 400 million years.

When the researchers compared the estimated level of
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere with the eruption and
erosion of LIPs, they were able to identify several
associated jumps and dips in atmospheric carbon
dioxide, showing that these basalt floods have played a
role in modulating Earth's temperature for millions of
years.

The researchers compared the timing of LIP eruption
and weathering with estimates of atmospheric carbon
dioxide to see if eruptions and weathering had a
controlling effect. Through their analysis the
researchers were able to pinpoint specific times when
LIPs were instrumental in turning up or down Earth's
global thermostat.

"What surprised me was that 200 million years ago, as
Pangaea was breaking apart, and the Atlantic was
opening up, the Central Atlantic Magmatic Province
produced a huge amount of lava," said Zahirovic.
"You can see that in the carbon dioxide proxy record,
there's a huge increase of carbon dioxide [after the
eruption], but then because the volcanic province
spends a lot of time in the humid near-equatorial belt,
it is followed by a rapid decrease in carbon dioxide."

"These huge eruptions bring up an enormous amount of
carbon dioxide and can change the climate and trigger
major extinctions," said Zahirovic.
"But Earth has inbuilt mechanisms to scrub out the
carbon dioxide from the atmosphere over geological
timeframes."

The eruption and weathering of LIPs is only one aspect
of Earth's carbon cycle, and there are points when the
influence of LIPs likely took a backseat to other
geological processes. The researchers also note that
their model omitted LIPs that erupted underwater,
because these basalts tend to be recycled back into the
mantle and thus are more difficult or impossible to
reconstruct.

LIPs can absorb large amounts of carbon dioxide
because the basalt lavas are full of silicate-rich rocks
that are especially vulnerable to weathering. When rain
falls through a carbon dioxide-rich atmosphere, it
dissolves the gas and forms acid rain. The weak acid
reacts with silicate minerals in the LIPs to make longlived carbonate sediments. Warm, rainy environments
speed up the erosion process, and so more erosion
occurs when LIPs are in regions near the equator,
which have high temperatures and receive the most
rainfall.

Next, the researchers are looking into other ways that
plate tectonics influence the deep carbon cycle. "What
we're trying to understand are the longer-term
variations of climate and the carbon cycle, over
geological time frames," said Zahirovic.
Currently they are compiling a global database of
ophiolites, which are chunks of basaltic oceanic crust
that get thrust up onto the continents during tectonic
collisions. Like LIPs, ophiolites take up carbon dioxide
from the atmosphere as they weather, and similarly to
LIPs also have a finger on the global thermostat.

Scientists have looked at the climate impacts of
individual LIPs, but no one had considered the longterm, global impacts of LIPs, as they moved around
Earth on shifting continents.
The researchers used GPlates, an open-source software
tool that reconstructs the movement of tectonic plates
through Earth's history, developed by Müller's
EarthByte group at the University of Sydney along with

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m9MDlb8V7S8
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the eruption and weathering of Large Igneous
Provinces and the deep-time carbon cycle.
Geophysical Research Letters, 2018; DOI:
10.1029/2017GL076691.

A previous study from the mid-1990s examined lead
levels in Greenland ice using only 18 measurements
between 1100 BC and AD 800; the new study provides
a much more complete record that included more than
21,000 precise lead and other chemical measurements
to develop an accurately dated, continuous record for
the same 1900-year period.
To determine the magnitude of European emissions
from the lead pollution levels measured in the
Greenland ice, the team used state-of-the-art
atmospheric transport model simulations.

Lead pollution in Greenland ice
shows rise and fall of ancient
European civilizations

"We believe this is the first time such detailed modeling
has been used to interpret an ice-core record of humanmade pollution and identify the most likely source
region of the pollution," said coauthor Andreas Stohl,
Ph.D., Senior Scientist at NILU.

Ice-core study finds evidence of plagues, wars
and imperial expansion
ScienceDaily, May 14, 2018
To learn about the rise and fall of ancient European
civilizations, researchers sometimes find clues in
unlikely places: deep inside of the Greenland ice sheet,
for example.

Most of the lead emissions from this time period are
believed to have been linked to the production of silver,
which was a key component of currency.
"Because most of the emissions during these periods
resulted from mining and smelting of lead-silver ores,
lead emissions can be seen as a proxy or indicator of
overall economic activity," McConnell explained.

Thousands of years ago, during the height of the
ancient Greek and Roman empires, lead emissions
from sources such as the mining and smelting of leadsilver ores in Europe drifted with the winds over the
ocean to Greenland -- a distance of more than 2800
miles (4600 km) -- and settled onto the ice. Year after
year, as fallen snow added layers to the ice sheet, lead
emissions were captured along with dust and other
airborne particles, and became part of the ice-core
record that scientists use today to learn about
conditions of the past.

Using their detailed ice-core chronology, the research
team looked for linkages between lead emissions and
significant historical events.
Their results show that lead pollution emissions began
to rise as early as 900 BC, as Phoenicians expanded
their trading routes into the western Mediterranean.
Lead emissions accelerated during a period of
increased mining activity by the Carthaginians and
Romans primarily in the Iberian Peninsula, and reached
a maximum under the Roman Empire.

In a new study published in PNAS, a team of scientists,
archaeologists and economists from the Desert
Research Institute (DRI), the University of Oxford,
NILU -- Norwegian Institute for Air Research and the
University of Copenhagen used ice samples from the
North Greenland Ice Core Project (NGRIP) to measure,
date and analyze European lead emissions that were
captured in Greenland ice between 1100 BC and AD
800. Their results provide new insight for historians
about how European civilizations and their economies
fared over time.

The team's extensive measurements provide a different
picture of ancient economic activity than previous
research had provided. Some historians, for example,
had argued that the sparse Greenland lead record
provided evidence of better economic performance
during the Roman Republic than during the Roman
Empire.
According to the findings of this study, the highest
sustained levels of lead pollution emissions coincided
with the height of the Roman Empire during the 1st and
2nd centuries AD, a period of economic prosperity
known as the Pax Romana. The record also shows that
lead emissions were very low during the last 80 years
of the Roman Republic, a period known as the Crisis of
the Roman Republic.

"Our record of sub-annually resolved, accurately dated
measurements in the ice core starts in 1100 BC during
the late Iron Age and extends through antiquity and late
antiquity to the early Middle Ages in Europe -- a period
that included the rise and fall of the Greek and Roman
civilizations," said the study's lead author Joe
McConnell, Ph.D., Research Professor of Hydrology at
DRI. "We found that lead pollution in Greenland very
closely tracked known plagues, wars, social unrest and
imperial expansions during European antiquity."

"The nearly four-fold higher lead emissions during the
first two centuries of the Roman Empire compared to
the last decades of the Roman Republic indicate
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substantial economic growth under Imperial rule," said
coauthor Andrew Wilson, Professor of the
Archaeology of the Roman Empire at Oxford.

over 80 percent of all animal species on the planet and
are key components of all of Earth's ecosystems,
making them the most important group since the dawn
of animals over 500 million years ago.

The team also found that lead emissions rose and fell
along with wars and political instability, particularly
during the Roman Republic, and took sharp dives when
two major plagues struck the Roman Empire in the 2nd
and 3rd centuries. The first, called the Antonine Plague,
was probably smallpox. The second, called the Plague
of Cyprian, struck during a period of political
instability called the third-century crisis.

A team based at Oxford University Museum of Natural
History and the University of Lausanne carried out the
most comprehensive analysis ever made of early fossil
euarthropods from every different possible type of
fossil preservation. In an article published today in the
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences they
show that, taken together, the total fossil record shows
a gradual radiation of euarthropods during the early
Cambrian, 540-500 million years ago.

"The great Antonine Plague struck the Roman Empire
in AD 165 and lasted at least 15 years. The high lead
emissions of the Pax Romana ended exactly at that time
and didn't recover until the early Middle Ages more
than 500 years later," Wilson explained.

The new analysis presents a challenge to the two major
competing hypotheses about early animal evolution.
The first of these suggests a slow, gradual evolution of
euarthropods starting 650-600 million years ago, which
had been consistent with earlier molecular dating
estimates of their origin. The other hypothesis claims
the nearly instantaneous appearance of euarthropods
540 million years ago because of highly elevated rates
of evolution.

The research team for this study included ice-core
specialists, atmospheric scientists, archaeologists, and
economic historians -- an unusual combination of
expertise.
"Working with such a diverse team was a unique
experience in my career as a scientist," McConnell said.
"I think that our results show that there can be great
value in collaborating across disciplines."

The new research suggests a middle-ground between
these two hypotheses, with the origin of euarthropods
no earlier than 550 million years ago, corresponding
with more recent molecular dating estimates, and with
the subsequent diversification taking place over the
next 40 million years.

Journal Reference: Joseph R. McConnell, Andrew I.
Wilson, Andreas Stohl, Monica M. Arienzo, Nathan J.
Chellman, Sabine Eckhardt, Elisabeth M. Thompson,
A. Mark Pollard, Jørgen Peder Steffensen. Lead
pollution recorded in Greenland ice indicates
European emissions tracked plagues, wars, and
imperial expansion during antiquity. Proceedings of
the National Academy of Sciences, 2018; 201721818
DOI: 10.1073/pnas.1721818115.

"Each of the major types of fossil evidence has its
limitation and they are incomplete in different ways,
but when taken together they are mutually illuminating
and allow a coherent picture to emerge of the origin and
radiation of the euarthropods during the lower to
middle Cambrian," explains Professor Allison Daley,
who carried out the work at Oxford University Museum
of Natural History and at the University of Lausanne.
"This indicates that the Cambrian Explosion, rather
than being a sudden event, unfolded gradually over the
~40 million years of the lower to middle Cambrian."

Major fossil study sheds new light
on emergence of early animal life
540 million years ago
ScienceDaily, May 21, 2018

The timing of the origin of Euarthropoda is very
important as it affects how we view and interpret the
evolution of the group. By working out which groups
developed first we can trace the evolution of physical
characteristics, such as limbs.

All the major groups of animals appear in the fossil
record for the first time around 540-500 million years
ago -- an event known as the Cambrian Explosion -- but
new research from the University of Oxford in
collaboration with the University of Lausanne suggests
that for most animals this 'explosion' was in fact a more
gradual process.

It has been argued that the absence of euarthropods
from the Precambrian Period, earlier than around 540
million years ago, is the result of a lack of fossil
preservation. But the new comprehensive fossil study
suggests that this isn't the case.

The Cambrian Explosion produced the largest and most
diverse grouping of animals the Earth has ever seen: the
euarthropods. Euarthropoda contains the insects,
crustaceans, spiders, trilobites, and a huge diversity of
other animal forms alive and extinct. They comprise

"The idea that arthropods are missing from the
Precambrian fossil record because of biases in how
fossils are preserved can now be rejected," says Dr
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Greg Edgecombe FRS from the Natural History
Museum, London, who was not involved in the study.
"The authors make a very compelling case that the late
Precambrian and Cambrian are in fact very similar in
terms of how fossils preserve. There is really just one
plausible explanation -- arthropods hadn't yet evolved."

than ecological restrictions on what was available to
eat.
"The monkeys ate twice as much energy in winter
compared to spring. Remarkably, the additional intake
in winter came entirely from fats and carbohydrates,
with protein intake remaining the same."

Harriet Drage, a PhD student at Oxford University
Department of Zoology and one of the paper's coauthors, says: "When it comes to understanding the
early history of life the best source of evidence that we
have is the fossil record, which is compelling and very
complete around the early to middle Cambrian. It
speaks volumes about the origin of euarthropods during
an interval of time when fossil preservation was the
best it has ever been."

"Winter was shown to impose significant
thermoregulatory energetic challenges for these
animals," Associate Professor Jay said. "Using thermal
imaging photographs, we measured the monkeys'
surface temperature at specific points on their bodies.
Taking into account additional factors such as wind
speed and environmental temperature, these measures
were used to calculate heat lost from the body."
The seasonal difference in energy intake closely
matched the seasonal difference in the daily energetic
costs of thermoregulation, Professor Raubenheimer
explained. "Amazingly, we found that the additional
heat lost by monkeys in winter compared with spring
almost exactly matched the additional energy they ate
in winter in the form of fats and carbs," Professor
Raubenheimer said.

Journal Reference: Allison C. Daley, Jonathan B.
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Sciences,
2018;
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Monkeys eat fats and carbs to keep
warm

"This provides strong evidence golden snub-nosed
monkeys forage selectively to balance the
macronutrient content of their diet, but also change the
balance to meet changes in the nutrients needed -- in
this case for generating body heat.

Golden snub-nosed monkeys adjust nutrient
intake in winter
University of Sydney researchers have found monkeys
living in the wild in cold snowy habitats adjust their
nutrient intake to match the elevated costs of
thermoregulation. China's Quinling mountains, high
altitude temperate forests where winter temperatures
commonly drop below 0 degrees Celsius and
approximately 50 cm of snow covers the ground for
several weeks in the winter, was the location of the
study.

"A helpful way to think about this is from the other
direction- the monkeys ate half the fats and carbs in
spring compared to winter. Since foods were available
for them also to have high fat and carb intake in spring,
and yet they abstained, this shows that they balance
their nutrient intake to meet specific nutritional needs.
"It also raises significant questions about another
species of primate, that clearly does not manage its
intake quite so well -- our own species," said Professor
Raubenheimer. This study forms part of a broader
research program in which Professor Raubenheimer is
studying many species of non-human primates in the
wild to help understand the reasons that humans are so
vulnerable to over-eating, obesity and associated
disease.

Published in Functional Ecology, the researchers
analysed the nutritional content of all foods the
monkeys consumed in order to calculate the nutrient
composition of the monkeys' diets, and then assessed
the additional energy the monkeys used to regulate
their temperature in winter compared with spring.
"To better understand the adaptations that enable these
monkeys to live and thrive in such a harsh environment
-- among the coldest for any primate -- we tested how
they cope with additional energetic costs of keeping
warm in winter," Professor Raubenheimer said.

Journal Reference: Song-Tao Guo, Rong Hou, Paul
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Nutrient-specific
compensation for seasonal cold stress in a freeranging temperate colobine monkey. Functional
Ecology, 2018; DOI: 10.1111/1365-2435.13134.

"Our study controlled for food availability using
supplementary foods to ensure that food was abundant
throughout the year and the amounts eaten in winter
and spring were due to the animals' own choices rather
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to understanding fault behavior and has conducted field
studies in the Basin and Range Province, as well as
along the plate boundary in California. She has also
synthesized and analyzed regional and global fault
datasets for information on earthquake displacement
and stress-drop characteristics and to test earthquake
magnitude-frequency models. She has a BS in geology
from Bucknell University in Pennsylvania and an MS in
geosciences from the University of Arizona and was
employed as a hazard geologist with the Utah
Geological Survey before joining the USGS as a project
geologist in 1991.
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